
MINI SLIDE 
SYSTEM (MSS)

LIGHT WEIGHT 
AND COMPACT, 
SIMPLE TO USE AND 
INSTALL ON BOARD 
VESSELS WITH 
LOW EMBARKATION 
HEIGHT.

Liferaft Systems Australia (LSA) Mini 
Slide System (MSS) is designed and 
constructed to provide fast, efficient and 
cost effective evacuations for all types of 
low freeboard passenger vessels.

The single track mini slide is 4 metres 
in length and designed to be deployed 
into an inflated liferaft which is bowsed 
alongside the vessel. This allows for 
the transfer of passengers from the 
evacuation station directly into 
the liferaft.

Simply a better system

> Manufactured from durable and 
lightweight advanced polyurethane 
coated nylon fabric.

> Constructed using proven high 
frequency welding and cold stick 
adhesive bonding techniques.

> Four separately inflated compartments 
to ensure the slide is always usable.

> Slide path netting assists with 
controlled descent speed and allows 
water to drain.

> Attached to the vessel via clip hooks 
and pad eyes which are flexible to 
allow for ship and sea movement.

> System is flexible and modular which 
allows for stowage of the liferafts 
away from the embarkation station.

> System is self-supporting and does 
not require any electrical connections 
or use of backup batteries.

> Packed in a valise with inflation 
cylinder and stowed in purpose built 
cabinet close to embarkation station.

> Inflation is achieved with one 
manually controlled high-pressure 
cylinder with top-up capabilities.

> Easily operated by one crew.

> Easily installed, compact and 
lightweight.
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QMS
Manufactured in accordance with  
LSA’s ISO9001:2008 Quality 
Management System.

MINI SLIDE SYSTEM (MSS) continued

MSS STATISTICS

4-Metre Mini Slide System

Weight (without cylinder) 25 kg

Packed dimensions 4.23m (length) 
1.46m (width) 
0.71m (height)
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